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No second opinion needed – one attempt at the Nintendo Wii

game Trauma Center: Second Opinion is all you need to realise that

you have just wasted precious time. Trauma Center is marketed as a

game that brings “the OR to your living room” but, in reality, it

consists of a few poorly designed virtual surgeries, spliced into the

long and drawn-out story of surgical resident Dr Stiles.

Perhaps as medical students we are excessively critical, but the

notion of “the multiple pancreatic tumours”, which must be excised

simply to “relieve the patient’s fatigue”, or the “multiple shards of

glass coming out of the left ventricle of the heart” are laughable.

Furthermore, this game fails to build up any drama or tension as the

tedious storyline plays out.

If you read ‘The impact of video games on training surgeons in the

21st century’ by Rosser et al,1 and want to work on your hand–eye

co-ordination, then look elsewhere. This game fails to replicate even

the most basic surgical skills, and gameplay does not even require

use of both hands. The Wii nunchuks are used as a basic tool

selector, and all the ‘surgery’ is performed with the joystick. We just

do not believe that making three foot-long lines across the television

screen to suture a wound is going to help you sharpen your

proprioception, manual dexterity, or hand stability.

You are better off playing fast-paced games such as sporting games,

or first person shooter games. These not only require quicker

reactions to the onscreen characters, but also have more elaborate

controls (versus the simplicity of Trauma Center) requiring

ambidextrous responses. According to Kurt Squire, a video game

expert at the University of Wisconsin, games such as Pro Evolution

Soccer or the new hit Halo 3 will help develop timing, and a virtual

intuitive touch.2

In conclusion, video gaming may have been proven to increase

hand–eye co-ordination, thereby improving some aspects of

surgical skills, but we suggest that the aspiring surgeon spend his

or her free time outdoors getting fresh air and exercise. For

surgical trainees, there is ample time for suture practice on pigs’

feet, and other simulations that improve surgical precision.

However, if you – like us – must indulge in video games, do not

even give Trauma Center a second thought.
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